Value Adding Service Providers: Reconsidering
Agency Contractors
With staff representing one of the most significant business overheads,
Communication Service Providers (CSPs) continue to rationalise their permanent
workforce, and place increasing reliance on contingent labour models to meet their
business aims. More complex approaches include turnkey projects and functional
outsourcing, but the simplest and most common is via the use of individual
contractors.
Agency Service Providers (ASPs) have been essential in helping CSPs to identity and
select contractor talent, whilst reducing the management overhead associated with
engaging ‘shell’ companies that employ lone contractors, and offering other flexibilities,
like alternative employment contracts.
Keen to find further cost savings, companies have routinely renegotiated with existing
ASPs and run procurement exercises to (1) reduce their headline fees (such as day
rates), and / or (2) worked on an open-book basis to lower the ASP margins.
Whilst this is a proven method to reduce short-term expenditure, it is often the case
that the individual contractors will bear a significant portion of any fee erosion and this
can produce a number of undesirable longer-term outcomes, such as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Agency service levels drop to match the reduced margins
There is a greater attrition of staff toward external opportunities
Vacant positions remain unfilled for longer, affecting project delivery capability
Client organisations end up searching for candidates themselves
Compromises are made around the calibre of personnel employed
The same people are employed perpetually irrespective of performance
Personnel do not make the necessary investments in themselves to continue
to add value

Where fee erosions cut too deep the modest value added by ASPs can be reduced to
such an extent that their role becomes undermined, with:
1) User-businesses questioning their need for ineffective suppliers;
2) ASP employee-contractors seeking more beneficial, alternative employment
routes.

Professional Services
So, many clients will choose to procure a significant proportion of their contingent
workforce from additional and alternative sources, each offering slightly different value
propositions and selected to meet specific business aims. Some of these will take the
form of complex, bundled, turnkey services, whilst others will be more akin to a classic
T&M provision.
These Professional Services broadly fall into three camps:
Equipment Vendors
Suppliers of hardware and software will often bundle up value-added, people-based
specialist services around the delivery and support of their products. They may also
provide broader services, such as consulting and project management to support the
project lifecycle, including system integration, which can be critical in the realisation of
engineering initiatives involving complex ecosystems. Some suppliers may choose to
take on some level of risk in this provision, whilst others will operate on a more T&M
basis.
The generalised Pros and Cons of their use are as follows:
Pros

Cons

Structured, stable entities

Can be slow and inflexible

Product sales incentivises service
success

Less customer-centric? May be easily
distracted by internal product focus

High quality, trained personnel

Can be very expensive

Expert in own systems

Can struggle to scale

Major Subcontractors
Larger clients will tend to have consolidated some of their larger-scale and more
predictable work under a larger ‘Integrator’ or ‘Super-contractor’ suppliers in order to
reduce their vendor management overhead, gain savings and investments through
increased volume commitments, reduce perceived risk and operate with more maturity
and process / control. Integrators may offer a mix of turnkey, outsourced and T&M
resources, whereas Supercontractors will normally be more focused on ‘piece-rate’
services.
The generalised Pros and Cons of their use are as follows:
Pros

Cons

Structured, stable entities

Can be slow and inflexible and
inherent cash-flow vulnerability

Service profits incentivise success

Unspecialised - Better at higher
volume, lower value activities

More able to scale-up

Often need to subcontract out
significant workloads

Increased control systems

Can be focused on internal savings
and claim culture, not on quality
outcomes

Specialist Engineering Companies
Many clients will choose to procure a significant proportion of their contingent
workforce and project delivery from small-to-medium specialist engineering companies,
to rapidly obtain the correctly skilled, vendor-independent and experienced resources
required. Larger engineering companies can be well placed to both supply resources to
augment client organisations and to undertake various managed services, where they
contractually accept some degree of risk and complexity.

The generalised Pros and Cons of their use are as follows:
Pros

Cons

Innovative, flexible and collaborative

Can be vulnerable, dependent and
financially uncertain

Longevity predicated on success

Can be low value-add if just T&M

Geared-up for quick scaling of
capabilities

Transient workforce undermines
knowledge transfer

Easily embedded and lower-cost

Can lack process / control

Summary
In reality, supplier organisations will sit at differing points on a continuum and clients
will turn to a variety of providers with the relationships, capabilities, competencies and
value proposition to suit their immediate needs.
It is often the case however, that attention will be drawn to suppliers offering the
lowest headline rates, or meeting a stated short-term objective, rather than to a
supplier offering the strongest value proposition, or the most appropriate platform for
future service development.
It is Flomatik’s contention that there are key value-adding differentiators between the
traditional agency approach and the three alternative sources explored above, and that
these should be fully considered if the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is an important
selection factor:

Attribute

SEC
Provider

Agency
Provider

Specialist, deep domain knowledge of technology
and underlying business drivers

✔

✗

Proven history of complex project delivery across
telecommunications business

✔

✗

In-house, proven staff who are motivated,
appraised, actively trained and developed

✔

✗

Ability to develop initial contracting engagement to
managed service / SoW delivery

✔

✗

Ability to translate complex requirements into
specific roles & create SoWs for clients

✔

✗

Commitment to recruit and develop junior and
graduate staff

✔

✗

Supply a person on a part time basis, or for short
or staggered engagements

✔

✗

Established, unique network of referred,
referenced and highly rated personnel

✔

✗

Able to recognise transferable skills, offering a
broader base of best-fit resources

✔

✗

Dynamically allocate resources to new
assignments to meet changing client priorities

✔

✗

Motivate staff to perform through objective inhouse incentive schemes – perm & contractor

✔

✗

Guarantee service / candidate performance,
assuming operational, commercial and reputational
risk

✔

✗

Focus on in-life, after sales performance with ISO
Quality system and routine progress /
performance reviews

✔

✗

Retention of knowledge and skills between
assignments, including contractors

✔

✗

Professional and pubic indemnity for all personnel

✔

✗

Health and Safety policy covering all resources
including contractors

✔

✗

Network of value adding partner companies for
specialist skills / projects

✔

✗

Collaborative approach, where client success is
essential to drive long-term, strategic, value adding
services and process innovation forms a central
tenet of the working relationship

✔

✗

Note:

is used for part compliance also.

Conclusion
A truer assessment of the Lifetime Value of a business relationship is important when
considering service approaches and suppliers. The drive to minimise rates and margins
of low-value-adding agencies is understandable, but it has eroded their value
proposition further and significantly reduced their attraction as providers and
employers.
Continues…

Clients don’t have the time or resources to sift through piles of poorly screened
contractor CVs only to hire personnel that cannot perform to high standards in short
timescales, nor the financial resources to expend on inefficient mobilisation.
With an increasing reliance on third parties to support large initiatives, customers want
suppliers that are knowledgeable, with innovative propositions; propositions that put
client satisfaction at the core of their business activities and continually seek to
remove uncertainty, risk and complexity for their customers.
Employees, whatever their contractual type, want to be motivated in environments
that offer them security, personal development and opportunity.
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